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International. Arabic Version Surah Maryam.Biotechnology for High-Level Production of Enzyme Cocktails with Stable-Molecule Properties. Recombinant proteins are rapidly becoming a cornerstone of biotechnology research. One recurring obstacle to their production is the stability of the protein. For example, the majority of expression systems tend to accumulate misfolded proteins and are often lethal to the cell. By contrast, stable single-chain polypeptides should be easier to

produce and handle. To explore this idea, we built a method to produce a stable fragment of β-glucuronidase (GUS). This fragment has two additional mutations to eliminate proteolytic processing by the endogenous enzyme, which leads to the accumulation of multiple shorter active fragments. We show that the protein is more stable than the wild-type enzyme and is resistant to processing by the endogenous enzyme. This fragment is approximately three times more stable
than the wild-type enzyme, and by genetic analysis, we show that it does not require the folding pathways that lead to aggregation. This technology could be used to stabilize other proteins in different expression systems and for more aggressive screening of expression systems.Q: How to delay writing to journal? I would like to delay writing something to my journal for some time, since my journal doesn't have any space (as only tinylinux's journal support such option). Of

course, I know the solution with cron, but what I'm looking for is to do it myself. To make a long story short, I'm looking for something like this: echo -e'some message ' > journal/some-message sleep 5 echo -e'some message ' > journal/some-message Result: some message some message
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